
                                                                               
 

43,000 people displaced/ dispersed from the horror of war 
needing urgent assistance 

September 4th 2022 
 

- Having sent 10,000 kilograms of ground barley 1,600 kilograms of dates and 700 
kilograms of sugar now a week ago and today, UNICEF – supplied water storage, 200 
jerricans and 2,000 pieces of soap, APDA briefly visited the displaced in Gor’ ee in Ayga 
kebele of Guulina, the junction of Guulina and Teeru, 15 kilometers out of Digdiga, Teeru 
to find the following distressing status of some of Yallo’s newly displaced: 

 
Why displaced, from where and with what 
 
Yallo District: 
As of early morning, 24th August, TPLF started shelling Yallo town initially from a distance then 
at close range coming in from Allamatta, the adjacent market town in Tigray. Yallo district 
directly borders southern Tigray and for Afar Region is in Zone 4 (Fanti Rasu) with Magaale on 
its northern border. The town of Yallo is famous as the largest animal in the Region having shut 
down initially from July to December 2021 when the TPLF fought its first of now military 
incursions into Afar Region. 
 
From Yallo town and the border, fighting quickly spread over 6 of the district’s 8 kebeles into 
Iddi’Eela, Rakub Dora, Dibna, Rakrak, Wal’I and Musgiid. In 5 days fighting, 12 civilians were 
killed among them 3 women and 2 children that were incinerated when rockets fell on their 
houses. Moreover, a further 22 people were taken to Dubte hospital, the closest hospital in 
Kalwaan, Guulina being evacuated. A woman with severe burns continues to fight for her life.   
 
The district authorities now consider the entire district population as displaced out of Yallo 
into the surrounds. As they could, people grabbed vehicles and bujuj (motorbike taxi) 
displacing as far as Logya and Samara. The vast majority ran/ walked out. Those under direct 
fire grabbed children and ran while others managed to gather some possessions, some rural 
people taking their herds. 
 
Currently, the only place to reach them by vehicle is Gor’ee in eastern Guulina, a small rural 
settlement with a health post and no real school (totally dilapidated). In the surrounds there 
are currently 820 households with people slowly arriving daily. Aside from the shock and fear 
of conflict, these people battle the weather (rainy season began mid July): almost daily it rains 
for upwards of 12 hours at a stretch and the Awra/ Guulina River is totally under flood (see 
photos). The river system has broken to access bridges: the bridge between Awra and Guulina 
and the bridge after Gor’ee at Gaai Koma. Reportedly, the majority have gone away from road 
access to Dirma and Dabayra rural kebeles of Teeru – the river makes it impossible to access 
them by vehicle, camel transport being the only possibility – APDA has 3 health workers there. 



                             
The rain-soaked land of Gor’e where displaced slept last night and mother and children sheltering 
as rain fell 
Magaale: 
Then the worst just 3 days ago. In Hidda where TPLF have continued their occupation along 
with Araadu and Tonsa, a father was dragged out of his house with his 3 young children and 
slaughtered. This has broken the supposed peace in Magaale wherein atrocities had stopped as 
of May so that the Magaale population are also now in further displacement. Due to the 
proximity of Dirma to Yallo, people are reportedly displacing into Teeru, to Bubbuyse and 
Limmo. Here the dilemma is accessibility: the Aba’ala road cutting off from Morele into 
northern Magaale is, under merchant agreement, apparently being used to bring in highly 
inflated food such as wheat flour at the cost of 6,000 ETB/ 50 kilograms but not safe for 
humanitarian traffic, Yallo is a conflict zone. APDA’s only way in is through Erebti as far as 
Gimridda and then by foot – again APDA has health workers, women extension workers and 
teachers on the ground there. 
 
Hopefully the today’s photos are accessible. Please try our Facebook address as well as Twitter 
handle. However the human need is glaring: 

a) Shelter: cover from the perpetual rain and cold – some do have blankets otherwise 
house frames are covered by mosquito nets to ward of the sun a bit 

b) Food: the local government were seen rushing into Digdiga this morning and buying a 
large bag full of bread which they divided among the children. The emergency office had 
also given them children’s biscuits – most have not eaten a meal for days. APDA will 
purchase and take in ready to eat food to send on camels to those in Dirma and Dabayra 
and food to be cooked with a cooking pot for those who have reached Gor’ee and 
Digdiga 

c) Water: The Teeru and Yallo woreda are combining to find a water truck. As mentioned 
APDA has delivered 200 jerricans and a 10,000 liter water storage to Gor’ee 

d) Health: APDA has health workers among them but this needs broadening to reach all 
the rural areas people are displaced in.  

e) Clothes blankets: people have what they grabbed when fleeing but there is need for 
children and others 

 
The challenge: 

a) Transport to the area and to the actual sites of displacement.  
b) Levels of need should be thoroughly assessed. As is known, Yallo is a market town. 

Blanket distribution will definitely harm the ability of those able to assist themselves to 
do so. 

In all cases, APDA is willing and ready to discuss and assist as much as possible that assistance 
does not end up crippling the ability of people to recover through acquired dependency.  
 

 Gor’e health post Sunday 4th September 2022 – only real 
building to shelter in 


